
Characters

Walt Lloyd

Son of Michael Dawson

Dog - Vincent

Brian - other dad

Michael Dawson Father of Walt Lloyd

Kate Austen

Fugitive

On the flight she was 
handcuffed and guarded by a 
man who later died of 
wounds from the crash

Worked as Farm Hand after 
pretending to be a Canadian 
Hiker

John Locke

Was in a wheelchair prior to 
the plane crash, but on the 
Island can walk

Works in a call centre 
(regional collections 
supervisor for a box company)

Can Hunt

Jack Shepard

Doctor

Dad operated on a pregnant 
woman drunk, Jack tried to 
save her, but couldn’t. Father 
tried to cover it up to avoid 
hospital being sued.

Was in Australia to find his 
Father, who later we find out 
had died

Sayid Jarrah

Iraqi Revolutionary Guard Tortured people

Nadia

Sayid saved her by shooting 
himself and guard to let her 
escape torture / death

Charlie Pace

In a band that Kate recognises 
(Drive shaft)

Addicted to drugs

Brother was in band got him 
addicted

Danielle Rousseau

Has a child Alex

She was part of a science 
team, and they were 
shipwrecked on the island 
about three days after leaving 
Tahiti.

Claire Littleton

Pregnant

Psychic has weird reaction to 
finding out about her baby

Told Claire the baby needs to 
be raised by her and no one 
else

Made her go on Flight 815

Shannon Rutherford
Sister to Boone

Asthmatic

Boone CarlyleBrother to Shannon

James “Sawyer” Ford

Confidence man, stopped 
himself ripping off married 
couple with kid

Parents killed in a scam

Sawyer isn’t his real name but 
the name of the man who 
conned his family when he 
was a kid. He took the name 
Sawyer as an alias

Hugo “Hurley” Reyes

Sun-Hwa Kwon

Wife to Jin-Soo

Was from a wealthy family

Was planning to run away 
from Jin at the airport

Jin-Soo Kwon

Husband to Sun-Hwa

Was a waiter

Ended up working for Suns 
Father, seemed to be doing 
violent gang work (came 
home covered in blood)

Speaks English, but kept it a 
secret

Plot Points

Weather Random down pouring of rain Is this linked to something?

The Cave
Has fresh drinking water

Had old dead bodies in it
White and Black Stones Jack 
took?

Hallucinations Jack seeing his dead dad

Weird Wildlife
Aggressive Boars

Polar Bear

Smoke monster

Radio transmission (16+ 
Years) Who hit Sayid? Danielle Rosseau

The Hatch
Discovered by Locke & Boone 
while looking for Claire

The Others

Carriers of Sickness according 
to Rousseau

Ethan (Wasn’t on the flight 
manifest)Hung Charlie

Healing Properties of the 
Island

Claires Baby after eating Jin’s 
treat

John Locke can walk again

Numbers
Flight 815

Playing backgammon


